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The city council has…....…..the mayor to provide the council members with justification for the

new transportation system.

Looked for Hold on Called on Contained

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences

Read the text and respond to the question:

The typical city administration in a developing country is faced with the twin tasks of promoting

economic growth so as to raise living standards. 

The word "promoting" can be replaced with:

protection helping organizing suspending 

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"To deal with or overcome a problem" means

tackle threshold relegate repeal

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“mixture or arrangement of parts” means

comparison  community consideration composition

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Economics and social considerations create the…...........……character of public spaces.

hygienic intimate front barrier 

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences

Planning is a universal human activity, a basic survivalskill involving the consideration of outcomes

before …......……among alternatives.  

buying choosing supporting planning

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

City planners exercise great care to avoid any ….....……. on mass construction projects.

encroachment coordination agreement compromise

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“ the effective or decisive element” means:

cutting edge efficiency effort endorsement 

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……..….....  sets apart different areas in the town for specific purposes.

city boundary zoning density infrastructure

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences
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“It is the responsibility of the present generation to pass on a good environment as a …….to the

next generation”.

sustainable development society

keeping  the environment heritage

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Read the text and respond to the question:

"The implications of globalization for poorer Countries, and for the poorer rural areas within them,

are of significance to people in rich countries as much as to those in poor countries".

The word "significance" can be replaced with:

influence compliance acceptability importance 

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

………..is the imaginative creation of possible from intended to achieve some human purpose:

social, economic, aesthetic, or technical.

design planning    zoning perception

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences

"To make or pass a law" means:

repeal revoke abrogate enact

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“To avoid energy………, the authorities should plan regulations for well-organized use of energy”.  

saving efficiency balance waste

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences

Environmental…………………and sustainable development are important areas of interest for

European countries. 

 

deconstruction demolition protection promotion 

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“The role of ……………..can be viewed as a dynamic catalyst in a global network whereby the impact

of individual actions in technical cooperation, research, dissemination, and training in developing

countries can be multiplied and developed according to critical issues and priorities.

urban planning regional planning

urban management program gross national development 

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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A person who rents a room, building, land

customer vandalism landlord tenant

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

choose the best maening:

“to fall down after breaking apart” means

merge collapse combine competitive

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Creation of ….…….has becomes a key component of sustainable development 

 

high energy ecological housing 

environmental  demolition forest encroachment  

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences

“an area settled and controlled by people from another country” means

 

colony bloc non-aligned globalization

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To increase or improve further the good quality, value or status of someone / some thing

enhance decline abatement interception  

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

choose the best maening:

………………….is defined as the decline in transactions’ costs or barriers to doing business or

otherwise interacting with people of other nations around the world.

globalization sustainable development

system theory urban block

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences

An………is a form of a word or phrase which is shorter than it.

evolution augur aesthetic abbreviation

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A…………………………approach to urban transportation planning focuses as much attention on the

process of planning as it does on the techniques used.

urban design decision-oriented 

decision-making financial resource

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"complete disorder or confusion" means:

chaos composure comfort convenience

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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“Directives………by the European Union were implemented by the member countries to achieve

the objectives of the United Europe”. (offer)

offered offers offering to offer

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Put the correct forms of the following word in the blank

The building block, called……….., must be identified as the most important typological element in

the composition of urban space   

city center fabric spatial insula

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences

A division or separation, especially resulting from a disagreement

perception point split merge

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

choose the best maening:

The....... contains all public building like downhill, court, public libraries, post office, bank,

showrooms, and houses for those employed there.

civic zone public zone 

recreational zone commercial zone

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the most appropriate words to complete the sentences

"To help the progress of something "means:

provision protect promote preparation

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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